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Controversy Arises
Over Hiring Process
by A. Royce Dalby
World Outlook Editor
Many students and professors
are upset over the process that was "
used in the hiring of the new Rus-
sian professor for the Department
of Modern Languages.
A field of six finalists partici-
pated in luncheons, interviews and
lectures in order to make the se-
lection of the best candidate as
accurate as possible. Almost all
people involved in the selection,
faculty and students afike, agreed
that the choice eventually came
down to Denis Crnkovic and
Carol Any.
Both of these candidates were
highly qualified and most people
believed that either one would be
a good choice on the school's part.
Up to this point there were no
serious disagreements with that
which had been done, but this is
where some felt that the process
began to break down.
Although both candidates were
qualified, a clear majority of stu-
dents and professors would have
preferred to stick with Crnkovic
because of his proven ability at
Trinity. CrnkBvic hds taught RusA
sian language and literature at
Trinity on a part-time basis since
last September. Most people have
been pleased with his performance
and expressed the opinion that it
would be preferrable to remain
with a known good quantity than
take a risk with a new one. An-
other common argument in favor
of Crnkovic was that after a year
of working within the department
he had obtained a good working
knowledge of where the weak-
nesses lie and could act to correct
them, whereas the hiring of a new
professor would mean another
year before the department could
really be settled. So, although Any
was viewed as competent, and, as
one committee member stated,
"No one would deny that she was
a good choice," the majority
leaned towards Crnkovic.
Once the verdict was in, how-^
ever, Carol Any had been offerred
the job.
How could this happen? Quite
easily and quite legally, actually,
and although Dr. Donald Hook,
Chairman of the Department of
Modern Languages, says that
Crnkovic "knew it was a danger-
ous road to be on because of af-
firmative action," it does not seem
as though affirmative action
played a great role in the choice.
When hiring a new professor the
Faculty Handbook states "In ini-
tial faculty appointments at the
Continued on page 3
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Dean Winer (shown with Assistant Dean of Students Joe>Tolliver and Vice President Tom Smith) fields
question from the audience during last Wednesday's all-campus meeting. The meeting was held to discuss
recent disciplinary actions by the administration and to provide an open forum for student questions.
Seniors Strive To Bring Nuclear Education
by Steve Drew
Staff Writer
Last week the Trinity commu-
nity was fortunate enough to have
the honor of hosting a Nuclear
Education Week. The week wa<.
brought to us through the efforts
of Andrew Haase and Timothy
Ray, both who are seniors. The
goals set forth for the week were,
according to Haase, "To present
a week of education that might
bring a better understanding of the
incredible situation that now ex-
ists in the world." They planned
to bombard the campus with five
different lectures on five days of
the week, have a party to raise
some money and to keep people
interested, then have small discus-
sion groups on Saturday which
wereplanned to bring the nuclear
issues down to a more personal
level. Then on Sunday they
planned fd expose fhe <<tmd&(rhte•
a combination keynote speakers'
and music. The serious juxta-
posed with the casual made for an
exciting constrast, as served to
keep people's interest.
Haase and Ray went through
great pains to organize, fund, and
execute this week, and they say
that they owe a great deal of
thanks to The Student Govern-
ment Association for the major
funding. It was, however, funding
with a fight reports Haase, they
had to go beyond just the S.G.A.
for money; all the way to the Dean
of Student's office and the Presi-
dent's office, as a mut'ev of lad .
'- Haase and Ray'kept theitzviewsu
neutral in. the planning of the
speakers. This is seen in the wide
variety of topics discussed last
week; from Reagan to the Soviets,
Medical effects to psychological
aspects, the 'Freeze' to strategic
planning, and the movie "The
War Game" to polical guitarist
Cyd Slaughteroff. The underlying
theme of the week was "Pro-In-
Trustees Approve Budget For Fall
Hartford, Conn. — Trinity
College's board of trustees ap-
proved Saturday (March 17) a
$27.4 million budget for 1984-85,
including an increase in student
fees of $950. The adopted budget
is in balance for the fifteenth con-
secutive year.
Tuition will rise from $7820 to
$8620; room rent will be set at
$1730, up from $1650 this year;
and board will rise from $1400 to
$1470. The general fee of $380 will
not change. The total bill will be
Lori Latvis goes for the gold during Saturday's women's rugby game.
PnolO uy remiy
$12,200, an 8.4% increase over
this year's charges.
Robert A. Pedemonti, Trinity's
Vice President for Finance and
Treasurer, characterized the
budget as "a careful balancing of
priorities." He cited financial aid,
academic word processing and
computing, and personnel costs as
three major areas that are ad-
dresssed in the new budget. He
noted that though the increase in
fees is substantial, "Trinity's total
charges are still somewhat below
the average of those for similar
Northeastern colleges."
Financial aid from the operat-
ing budget and special sources will
rise 12%. Trinity.will provide a
total of $2,115,000 in institutional.
funds for financial aid in fiscal
1984-1985, including $1,380,000
from the operating budget. The
total financial aid budget, includ-
ing federal and state grants and
special scholarship gifts, will be
$3,256,000.
Salary increases for faculty and
staff will rise an average of 6.5%
In addition, faculty at the assist-
ant and associate professor ranks
will receive modest upward ad-
justments to thier base salaries to
improve Trinity's overall compen-
sation level at those ranks.
The academic computing and
word processing budgets will in-
crease 24% to $483,000. Library
expenses are budgeted to rise
10.7%.
formation." ,
One of the highlights of the
week was the Wednesday night's
lecture/discussion by Captain
James Bush. He is a United States
Navy (Retired) former Captain of
Polaris (nuclear weapons carry-
. ing.),submarines. His straight talk
on the United States Nuclear Ar-
senal was calm yet frightening.
Captain Bush is a Senior Staff
member of The Center for De-
fense Information, in Washington
D.C. This agency advises our gov-
ernment on certain defense issues.
One of the most interesting as-
pects of his talk .was the fact that
there was a man speaking to us
about the horrors of the nuclear
arsenal when in fact just a few
years ago he was in command of
a submarine with the capability of
destroying ten major cities. To see
a 180 degree turn-around like that
is something that makes' you
think. Also, for the second
straight week here at Trinity, a
national figure has spoken out
against the MX missile, Captain
Bush agreed with Senator William
Proxmire's dubbing of that missle
system a "turkey."
One of the other major features
of the Nuclear Education Week
• was the Thursday night showing
of the film "The War Game."
This film was a 1968, BBC madev
for T.V. film showing a scenario
of a nuclear attack in England.
For people who have never seen
this film, do you remember "The
Day After"? Well how about a
more convincing film about the
current state of the cilvilian de-
fense plans, then a widespread at-
tack (including missiles that
landed off target), and the follow-
ing months of suffering and death
all portrayed five times more ber
lievable and ten times more real-
istic.. This film was a shocker
considering the fact that this
whole week served to heighten our
awareness of the growing possi-
bility of a nuclear war.
Speaking of the possibility of
war, the small lecture on Friday
night by Mr. Charles W. Thomas
was another shocker. Mr.
Thomas, a Senior Staff member
Continued on page 3
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Announcements
Financial Aid for
Summer Study
Applications for financial aid for
summer school courses are now
available in the Financial Aid Of-
fice. Deadline: May 4th.
Summer Campus Jobs
There are many opportunities for
Work-Study students who want to
work on campus this summer. Be-
low is a listing of openings cur-
rently posted on the Financial Aid
Office bulletin board.
Admissions - summer tourguide,
$4/hr.
Biology - animal caretaker and lab
duties, $3.75.
Buildings and Grounds - painters,
groundskeepers, locksmith,$3.50.
Central Services - bindery/mail
workers,$3.50.
Dean of Faculty's Office - assist-
ant to the secretary,$3.75.
Economics Professor - library/
computer assistant,$3.50.
Financial Aid - office aide, $3.75.
Physical Ed.- summer sports camp
counselors,clerk/typist,$3.75.
Post Office - mail clerks,$3.50;
driver,$3.75.
Registrar's Office - freshman pre-
registration assistant,$3.75.
Upward Bound- resident tutors/
counselors, $3.50 plus room and
board.
Library - a variety of jobs, $3.50/
$3.75.
Personal
Y o . ^ . P a u s e ; - ; • •• :-, '-:,••:'•• •:.•'.. :: ' ;
You're the Puerto Rican girl we've
just been dyin' to meet. How
'bout them O's?,..You really do
have worth
and you learn and learn with every
goodbye you learn. Hoit!
Love,
Your two sidekicks and Mick
P.S. You made the Tripod! We're
your buddies.
Foreign Study
Announcements
Study in Dublin, Ireland
The School of Irish Studies in
Dublin, Ireland, which has semes-
ter programs for American SStu-
dents (Students not enrolled in a
regular Irish institution but in spe-
cial courses for Americans), will
be represented at Trinity on Tues-
day, May 1, 1984 by Dean Sean
White. He will be available at 4:00
p.m. in Alumni Lounge of Mather
Campus Center to talk to any stu-
dents who wish information about
study in this program for Spring
1985 or thereafter.
-Work Abroad
Work abroad opportunities exist
for undergraduates on temporary
basis. There is information con-
cerning work abroad opportuni-
ties in a black vinyl binder in the
Office of Foreign Study Advising,
and the Career Couseling Office
is also a resource for such oppor-
tunities. The Council on Interna-
tional Edudational Exchange
(CJEE), 205 East 42nd St., New
York, 10017.(phone: 212-661-
1414)is a good, central clearing
house for information on tempo-
rary work possibilities abroad.
DOGS OF THE IVY LEAGUE
Class Officers
To all members of the Class of
1984:
Please submit your nominations
for Class of 1984 officers. The
class officers serve as the principle
link between you and the College.
Some of the responsibilities are
helping to provide and write class
notes for the "Trinity Reporter",
correspondence with members of
the Class, helping to arrange class
dinners and reunions, and main-
taining close contact with the Col-
lege. Please send your
nominations for President, Vice
Prsident, and Secretary to the Al-
umni Office, 79 Vernon St., or
call ext. 214 or 215 by May 8.
Seniors!
The Senior Class Committee is
proud to annouce that Beverly
Ravalese is the winner of the flag
design contest. She will be
awarded a $50 certificate for din-
ner at Shenanigan's. The senior
flag, which has hoipefully started
a tradition among the graduating
class, will be flown at the Senior
River Cruise on May 16, 1984.
REMEMBER
Vie HAD A \
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LITTLE" BROTHER
HERE'S WHAT CRITICS
SAY ABOUT THE
TRINITY COLLEGE
WRITING CENTER
"The social implications are enormous." -George Will
"I sense in Writing Center tutors a real feel for
small, funy objects." . -Susan Sontag
"Laugh and cry with the Writing Center staff." -Ezra Pound
"I See it, yes." -Dr . Isaac Asimov
"An absolute MUST for anyone who enjoys
grammatical instruction in the style of the
immortal Arnold Stang." -Arnold Stang
"Eric in proportion!" _Car & Driver
"Zany." -William F. Buckley
"I believe Bob Dylan expressed my feelings
best when he sang, 'The times they are
a'changin'," -Merv Griffin
"William Saflre must be rolling over in his
grave!" -Book-of-the-Month Club
"I went there twice!" -William Saflre
THE WRITING CENTER
115 VERNON ST.,
AT THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 a.m. til 4 p.m.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY 6-8 p.m.
Classifieds
NEED CASH? Earn 500 — each
school year, 2-4 (flexible) hours
per week placing abd filling pos-
ters on campus. Serious workers
only; we give recommendations.
Call now for summer and next
fall. 1-800-243-6679.
STUDENTS: PROFESSIONAL
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME
— NO JOB TOO LARGE. EX-
PERIENCED TYPIST WILL
TYPE REPORTS, ESSAYS,
ETC. GET THOSE REPORTS
OUT ON TIME ! Call 289-
4858.JONI.
PROCESS MAIL AT HOME!
$75 per hundred! No experience.
Start immediately, full or part-
time. For details, send self-ad-
dressed stamped envelope tp N.
Sweid, P.O. Box 372-TT, Brook-
port, IL. 62910.
WE HAVE THE LOWEST AIR-
FARES TO EUROPE AND
ACROSS AMERICA! For free
color brochure, Write To: Cam-
pus Travel- Box 11387 St. Louis,
MO. 63105.
ClNESTCIDIO
Tonight
I Married a Shadow 7:30
Based on the novel, "I Married a Dead Man" by William Irish, this film
tells of a young woman who assumes the identity of a recent bride and
even goes to live with her supposed inlaws. A good suspenseful story
with a surprising turn of plot. 110 min.
Boat People (R) 9:35
Adventures of a Japanese photo journalist who returns to Vietnam in
1978 to see hos reconstruction is going. After being shown official
progress supervised by government guides, he also discovers the other
less happy segments of society, people who end up on boats fleeing to
Hong Kong. 106 min.
Wednesday- Saturday
Fanny and Alexander (R) 7:30
Written and directed by Ingmar Bergman. Cast: Pernilla Allwin, Bertil
Guve. In what he claimed to be his last work for the screen, Bergman
has made an ambitious film about a large family in a provincial Swedish
town in 1907. It moves between the worlds of reality and imagination
with the effortlessness characteristic of great fiction. 199 min.
Sunday - Tuesday
Cross Creek (PG) 7:30
Veteran director Ritt and the appealing Mary Steenburgen present a
loving portrait of Pulitizer - Prize winning novelist Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings (The Yearling), who in 1928 left her husband to settle in a poor
community in central Florida in order to devote herself to writing. Her
life among the locals and her growth as an artist are the subject of this
warm and optimistic film. 120 min.
Puberty Blues (R) 9:45
Not your typical romantic beach movie, Puberty Blues rather views the
teenage surfing scene in Australia in a special way, through the experi-
ences of two spunky girls who at first try to conform and then manage
to eatablish their independence. 87 min.
Grand Opening Schedule
the stQry continues...
Tuesday, May 1st
7:00 p.m. — First Annual Mather Open Ping Pong Tourney
SEMI Finals
CAVE
Three Stooges Film Festival immediately following.
Trinity's Stooges may return the famous Missing Bnck
after this event.
Wednesday May 2nd
9:00 p.m. — Mini Concert in the Cave.
by T.C.A.C.
Thursday May 3rd
7:00 p.m. — F.A.M.O.P.P.T. — Final Round.
in the Cave — Presentation of Trophies for Winners
Immediately following Presentation of Brirk (if *R qot it backj
and Dirt to winners of the Mather Compilation Date Lottery.
Dancelebration!
Hundred Feet Dance Project pre-
sents DANCELEBRATION, a
• Special Event for People Who
Love to Boogie! Freestyle dancing
to all kinds of music. Saturday,
May 12, 8-11:30 p.m., $3. Hart-
ford Arts Center, 94 Allyn St.,
Hartford, Barefeet and comfort-
able clothes. For info, call 522-
5658.
Women's Center Lunch
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education Robin Sheppard will
host this week's series lunch,
"Weightlifting for Every-Body",
on Wednesday, May 2, at 12:30 in
the Women's Center. Please bring
your lunch and join us.
Trinity College Beauty And The
Beast Club 7:30
n-like classical more nuf-nuf fan-
tasy based on eat more nuf-nuf
fairy tale by tour de nuf-nuf of
ijpoetic surrealism.90 minutes. y
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Controversy Arises
Continued from page 1
rank of instructor or assistant
professor, the chairman shall
make the recommendation di-
rectly to the Dean of the Faculty
after appropriate consultation,
with the understanding that the
Dean may decline the appoint-
ment only after full discussion."
There can be no argument with
Hook when he assures one that,
according to the rules, he did his
job "thoroughly, responsibly and
legally."
The rule book does not make
the process of choosing a new em-
ployee a democratic one. As Hook
says, it would have been within his
rights "to have chosen someone
who was not even a finalist."
Hook did listen to the opinions of
the people involved in the process
and after discussion decided upon
Any as his choice. As one profes-
sor says, " I suppose Hook
thought he was more qualified to
make the decision than the major-
ity of the people in the depart-
ment."
In actuality there may be some
truth to this statement. One of the
problems with the process was that
due to scheduling conflicts many
students and professors were
forced to miss some of the pres-
entations, and some faculty mem-
bers were unable to attend all the
luncheons. Because of this prob-
lem, Hook says, "Everybody's
vote could not be of equal value
since they had uneven participa-
tion."
This problem never arose, how-
ever, for no vote was ever taken,
although most professors agree
that there is little doubt that
Crnkovic would have won had one
been taken.
The greatest amount of ques-
tioning in this situation is being
done by the students. They feel
that if they were happy with
Crnkovic and themselves pre-
ferred him to the other finalists,
then their choice of him ought to
hold Substantial weight, since they
are the ones most affected by the
decision. Even those unable to at-
tend the lectures remarked that
their satisfaction with Crnkovic's
teaching should play a major role.
Hook responded that student
•opinions were considered, but that
for the most part they were not
very helpful. "Many of the stu-
dents' remarks were completely
vacuous. They contained poor
spelling and awkward syntax." He
went on to say that "Such vacuity
can be found among one's staff."
Hook also emphasized that there
is one major problem in letting the
students make value judgements.
"All that the students can judge
is the psychological impact. They
don't know the standards by
which the candidates should be
judged." He said that the psycho-
logical impact is important, but
should not be the main criterion
in choosing the applicants.
Although the people involved
are generally content with Any,
most would have preferred hiring
Crnkovic. The chairman was
aware of these opinions, but be-
lieved himself that Any was more
qualified. Perhaps this situation
points to the need to make some
changes in the hiring process. To-
tal democracy may not be the best
solution, but a process in which
more weight is given to others'
opinions would be better.
CONNPIRG held a picnic for participants in this weekend's voter registration conference.
r Feature FocusAs Students Approach The Final Week
by Gregory O. Davis
Features Editor
There's a shelf in the college
library which holds books such as
What Students Think and a slew
of other books by sociologists and
psychologists that describe the
thoughts and attitudes of the stu-
dent community ^  With exams up-
coming, one book did catch my
eye: Students Under Stress by
David Mechanic.
Mechanic's book offers a great
deal of valuable information. I
flipped to the section on exam
anxiety. Here I discovered that as
exams approach anxiety increases.
So does "joking around". A short
passage describes the student's
pre-exam days: "As exams drew
near [in Mechanic's study] the
student's behavior changes con-
siderably. Intensity of study in-
creased, students cut down on
recreational activities, arid modi-
fied their study plans as they be-
gan to see that their earlier plans
were unrealistic." There is usually
much talk about approaching ex-
ams. However, students avoid
those people who provoke anxi-
ety. This is a warm-up process in
which student*'feel out" how they
are doing relative to others. As
exam dates near the talk stops; the
comparison process becomes un-
bearable. In a controlled study
. that Mechanic performed many
changes were noted on the week-
end before examinations. There is
an increase in psychosomatic
. symptoms ."attributable in part to
the increased vulnerability result-
ing from the physical and mental
exhaustion that had accompanied
study and from keeping late
hours." This is Mechanic's biog-
raphy of the exam-bound student.
He often experiences eating; dis- .
orders and changes in appetite,
difficulties in sleeping, and gen-
eral weariness. Concentration be-
comes challenging in itself and
many students are overcome with
fears of "unpreparedness and im-
pending disaster,": to use the
words of Mechanic.
On the day of the exam in Me-
chanic's study most students re-
ported gastro-intestinal distress
and problems in holding down
their breakfast. After the exam
Mechanic noted that many stu-
dents congregated to discuss ques-
tions and their answers. This is
done so the student can appraise
: his/her performance relative to
others. There is laughing and jok-
ing while those who perceive
themselves to have done well offer
encouragement and support. Me-
chanic asserts that those who per-
ceive themselves to have done
poorly avoid the discussion. He
fails to mention the occurence of
professor-directed profanity or
hundred yard dashes to the near-
est restroom.
As soon as the exam is finished
the ubiquitous "should have said"
appears. Students think of an-
swers they should have written in
response to exam questions. It
.sounds ahsojutejy., ridicwJaus tp
me; although, I still wish I hadn't
changed my answer to question
#34 on my tenth grade history
exam.
Throughout the exam week stu-
dents' moods change according to
how well they feel they have done
on the exams they have taken.
When all the exams are finished ,
there is an overwhelming feeling
of exhaustion and a period of re-
laxation. Students go to the beach,
resume a more active social life,
and catch up on lost sleep. Oh yes,
Mechanic adds, they also think of
better answers to_their exajn.ques-
tions.
Nuclear Week Mixes
Serious With Casual
Continued from page 1
of the-Futures Group, a consult-
ing group to the Pentagon on nu-
clear arms, is an expert on the
Soviet views of the American Nu-
clear Armaments. He sees the So-
viets as a strong world power
without any coherent strategic
doctrine, unlike the U.S. which
prides itself on its pre-war crisis
management. He said that Mos-
cow is not bent on an "All or
Nothing policy" in the arms race
and that they do not want war just
as much as we don't. One thing
that he mentioned was that he said
that he would be surprised if there
wasn't some kind of nuclear en-
gagement within the next twenty-
five years. Can the unthinkable
actually happen? He seems to
think so.
Tripod Election Results
Tripod elections for 1984-85 were held on April 24. The results are as
follows:
Editor: A. Royce Dalby
Managing Editor: Kathryn Gallant
News Editor: Carol F.Helstosky ,
Sports Editor: Stephen K. Gellman , ' .
Arts Editor: Michele Sensale
Features Editor: James G. Harper
World Outlook Editor: Christina M. Gonzalez
Assistant News Editor: Ellen Garrity .. • • •
Assistant Sports Editor: Julia McLaughlin
Contributing Editors: Elizabeth Sobkov, Stephen Drew
Photography Editors: John Kail and John Shiffman
Announcements Editor: Helen Wechsler
Advertising Managing: Elaine Stampul
Business Manager; Vander H. Corliss
Trinity women get dirty and nasly during Saturday's rugby action.
Photo by Penny Perkins
TCAC Election Results:-
The following are the results of last week's TCAC Election
President: Mark Greenland
Senior ('85) Class Rep: Doug Burbank
Junior (*86) Ciass Rep: Pam Guardo
Sophomore ('87) Class Rep: Tyler Barnes
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Trinity Experiences A "Crime Wave"
Wandering minstrels and jugglers will highlight this weekend's portion
of the Medieval Festival, For those of you who missed "Wisdom," you
can catch it again along with "Second Shepherd's Play." The festivities
will be held on the main <iuad next weekend.
by Ellen Garrity
Senior Staff Writer
Two security alerts over Easter
weekend made it seem like Trinity
was struck by a crime wave. With
no more than a half dozen secu-
rity alerts to date in the entire ac-
ademic year, Security was busier
than usual last weekend.
An assault in Northam started
off the "crime wave" on April
20th. A female student was enter-
ing Northam when a group of nine
and ten year old kids followed her
into the dormitory's lobby and
began to touch her person. The
kids were scared off when another
student's footsteps were heard on
the stairs.
Of the Northam incident, Mi-
chael Schweighoffer, Director of
Campus Security, said that the
victim did not violate any of Se-
curity's suggestions for preventing
assault. "Who would think that
nine and ten year old kids would
be up to something like this?" he
said.
The cause of the Northam inci-
dent could be atatributed to the
local schools having Easter vaca-
tion. Schweighoffer said that these
kids "gravitate to open
areas... pi aces where there's activ-
ity and get in gangs and get mis-
McKee Speaks On The Role Of
State and Local Governments
by Pamela Guard o
State And Local government in
the U.S. was the recent topic f
.ctiscMSSJOa = at a conference1, in .,
South Hampton, New York spon-
sored by Operation Crossroads
Africa, Inc. Professor Clyde
McKee of the Political Science de-
partment was invited to speak on
this subject, his specialty and one
on which he has published numer-
ous books and articles. A follow-
up discussion took place at Trinity
on April 27th for the benefit of
three of the delegates who had ad-
ditional questions and comments.
Basically Dr. McKee began with
some informal remarks and then
responded to questions~based on
the general lecture as well as on
his specific lecture addressing Lo-
cal Government in New York.
Later, the delegates were given a
touT around campus and given
some basic background on Trinity
College and the institutions of
higher learning in the United
States. The three delegates repre-
sented the Ivory Coast, Morocco
and Cameron. Of the three, two
were mayors, of Boundiali (Ivory
Coast) and Settat (Morocco) re-
spectively, and the third was a
Doctor of Political Science and
Advisor to the Prime Minister of
Cameron. Although two of the
three delegates spoke English, they
were accompanied by a simulta-
neous French interpreter.
McKee commenced his infor-
mal commentary on State and Lo-
calGovernment with a definition
of the concept of Federalism.
Federalism was defined as a con-
cept best conceived as compact
unity; separate parts for common
endeavors without, merging or
facing common parts to lose their
identity. Then Hartford was dis-
cussed as an example of local city
government. Special attention was
paid to the prominence of ethnic
groups in the Hartford commu-
. hity. Sources of citizenry identifi-
cation and affiliation were
explored and several conflicts were
pointed out. For example, the in-
' terest of ethnic, neighborhoods
j may often clash with the actions
of city developers. This results in
the targeting of the major and City
Council for neighborhood at-
tacks. ,
There is also a conflict between
city residents and the interests of
the business community. Even
within the governmental structure
of the city itself, its officials chose
to live in the suburbs thus evading
core problems of city living. An-
other example of this phenomena
is Trinity College. Most of our
faculty live at least 20-30 minutes
away in order to enjoy the advan-
tages of the suburbs.
The nature of the suburbs gen-
erally tends to pressure lower-in-
come citizens to live in the city.
Suburban zoning laws which do
not allow for costly multi-family
housing often limit the poor to
city housing. An obligation is
placed on the city to provide
housing for those who cannot af-
ford suburban living meanwhile
suburbanites make use of the city
to work, dine and entertain them-
selves. A cleavage is created be-
cause suburban dwellers will
accept no responsibility to help in-
ner-city dwellers or general city
problems. In addition it is oftetr
the suburban voters who domi-
nate in numbers making it diffi-
cult for city dwellers to get special
funding in the State leg for their
city problems such as hot lunch
programs or bilingual teachers.
Thus, an antagonistic relationship
often develops between the state
and city governments as well. On:
top of all this there is the structure
of the national.govemment and its
historic conflicts with the govern-
ments of the states. Many con-
flicts arise because at each level of-
government there is an economic
pie to be divided up between var-
ious interests, each of which is
trying to advance- a legitimate
need.
After these informal remarks
the delegates asked question,
mainly focusing on ethnic com-
munities and their influence on lo-
cal government and community.
One delegate inquired as to
whether distinct ethnic groups
tend to assimilate to the extent
that they eventually conform and
diminish? Another delegate com-
mented on the seemingly great
amount of tolerance between the
ethnic group in general at least; in
the East and cited Hartford's
black Mayor Milner as an exam-
ple. Professor McKee affirmed
this observation and pointed to the
use of good political skills to
achieve the political organization
of this ethnic group. The Political
establishment was the proper tool
for translating the needs of this
black community of Hartford into
Legitimate demands. Another
delegate commented that Con-
necticut had the first written Con-
stitution, the "Fundamental
Orders." His question ws directed
at whether or not many; ethnic
community conflicts existed at
that time and how they were in-
corporated into the Constitution.
McKee, recalling the history of the
early colonies, pointed out that the
major conflicts which existed at
that time were maily of a religious
nature.
Phone
247-O234
chievious." The local school kids
kept Security's hands full — "AH
we did was chase kids...all [Easter]
week long.
The Jarvis incident was an ex-
ample of unlawful entry. On April
23, a first floor window on the
Summit Street side of Jarvis was
entered by a black youth. The stu-
dent woke up and saw th eintruder
attempting to steal his stereo sys-
tem. The intruder fled after being
confronted by the student.
This incident could easily have
been prevented by closing (and
locking) the student's window.
The intruder looked for a room
with the least signs of resistance
to his entry and found one. In this
circumstance, Schweighoffer said,
"Anyone who comes in through a
window is pretty bold...You really
don't know their motives."
The Trinity Games
The first annual Trinity Games
will be held on the Quad on Sun-
day, May 6th. The interclass com-
petition will feature Long Walk
races, tug-of-war, and a pyramid
building contest.
The runners should meet at 11
a.m. on the Quad to register. The
four classes will be divided into
male and female races, as well as
a separate race for the faculty. The
first race will be from Security to
the Cook Arch. The top finishers
will go to the final race, which will
be from Cinestudio to the under
the clock at the Downes Memo-
rial. All finalists will receive a t-
shirt, and the top three finishers
will receive medals.,
The pyramid-building and tug-
of-war contest will be held during
the band's breaks.
Attention students interested in
studying art in the South of
France. Recently an ad spon
sored by the Cleveland Institute
of Art ran in this paper with an
incorrect phone number. If you
are interested in either summei
or fall programs please cal
(216) 229-0938 or send for ar
Illustrated brochure.
c/o Foreign Study/LACOSTE
Cleveland Institute of Art
11141 East Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44106
SUMMER JOBS
Part time now / Full time summer
$150-300IWEEK — ALL MAJORS
Scholarship Program for Leaders. Apply now, start when you want.
Call 569-8202 for appointment
Sheraton Hartford Hotel
Sheraton Hotels, Inns & Resorts Worldwide
The hospitality people of I T T
' Trumbull Street at Civic Center Plaza,
Hartford, Connecticut 06103 • 203-728-5151.
Phone 547-0263
TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % DiSCOUti t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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World Outlook
Commentary-Can Mideast Peace Be Saved?
This commentary does not nec-
essarily express the views of the
editor of this section. Comments
and rebuttals are encouraged.
by Omar Shennib
Five years ago, amidst pomp
and ceremony* the Camp David
Peace Accords were signed on the
White House lawn. The events of
March 26, 1979 signalled a new
era of rapprochement between Is-
rael and the Arabs. There was a
consensus among political observ-
ers that the traditional balance of
power in the Middle East had
changed. After thirty years of
Arab-Israeli wars Egypt, arguably
the most powerful Arab state and,
hence, Israel's most formidable
foe in future Arab-Israeli con-
flicts, signed that which on the
surface appeared to be an agree-
ment for peace. Five years later,
however, the main objectives of
the accords appear to have failed
and left unsolved the problem of
peace in the Middle East.
Before proceeding any further
it js useful to examine the general
objectives of the accords:
— That the state of war between
the parties be terminated.
— That Israel withdraw all its
armed forces and civilians from
the Sinai Peninsula.
— That the parties will establish
normal and friendly relations,
diplomatic, cultural and eco-
nomic.
— That the parties will apply be-
tween them the provisions of the
charter of the United Nations and
the principles of international law
governing relations in times of
peace.
On the same day Israel signed a
controversial yet relatively un-
known agreement with the United
States. This agreement was nego-
ciated and later signed by the then
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance ,
and his Israeli counterpart, Moshe
Dayan. This agreement assured
American military assistance to
Israel in the case of an Egyptian
violation of the Camp David Ac-
cords, and it also guaranteed a
continued supply of oil to Israel.
The Egyptian delegation headed
by the late president Anwar Sadat
objected to this memorandum on
the grounds that it violated the
spirit of the Accords and the the-
oretically impartial role of the
U.S. as an honest mediator. For
these reasons Egypt refused to sign
a similar memorandum with the
U.S. to protect them against Is-
raeli violations of the treaty. .
Just A Few Words...
To the great astonishment of
many peo'ple Jesse Jacksorl is still
in the Democratic candidacy race
after three months of primaries,
and he seems likely to remain until
the end. Although his chances of
winning the nomination are as
close to zero as one could be, his
perseverence has made people take
a closer look at him. Jackson has
undoubtedly accomplished a great
deal with his campaign, and his
•actions are likely to bring about
many changes in American poli-
!ics for years to come.
The most obvious effect that
Jackson will have is on th£ influ-
ence that blacks, women and mi-
' norities wield in the political
process. It has now been demon-
strated that a minority can play a
significant role in an election.
Jackson's own success has opened
doors that had been closed. Now
it has been shown that with proper
organization' it is possible for a
minority candidate to make a se-
rious run at the office of Presi-
dent. Jackson has cleared the way
for blacks and women alike.
Although Jackson is virtually
out of the running for President,
he is definitely not out of the
process. He will play a large role
at the Democratic Convention as
he will control a large number of
delegates who have been commit-
ted to him. The promise of a cab-
inet seat is not as far-fetched as it
may seem, but it is more likely
that Jackson will be given the Par-
ty's chairmanship for the next
four years. In this way he will be
able to change the current primary
system that the Party uses in some
southern states. Currently the
Democrats use a run-off system in
many" areas which favors white
candidates. After the initial elec-
tion the top two recipients of votes
must compete again to narrow the
field to one. Although the white
vote may initially be divided
among several candidates, the run-
off election often sees a unified
white vote for a white candidate.
A black candidate who wins the
first election often finds himself
soundly defeated the second time
around.
Besides helping . minorities,
Jackson has also introduced some
interesting viewpoints on certain
issues into the election. While all
other candidates propound the
heavily trodden path of promises
for nuclear reduction as the means
of bringing the Soviets to the bar-
gaining table, Jackson advocates
increased technological and agri-
cultural cooperation. He believes
that increased economic agree-
ment will lead to the formation of
an arms treaty. Now this is the
sign of a new direction. If nothing
else, it can at least promote
friendship between the superpow-
ers.
Jackson has made another
statement that is garnering in-
creasing support in this country.
He notes that the establishment of
an American military presence in
Europe was necessary following
World War II due to the disaster
on the European continent. Now,
however, the countries of Western
Europe are economically self-suf-
ficient, and it is about time that
the U.S. begin a withdrawal from
that area of the world. This does
not mean the end of U.S. aid,
simply the slow withdrawal of
American troops and their re-
placement with local soldiers.
By proposing these two actions
Jackson has encouraged the nec-
essary re-examination of U.S. for-
eign policy. Given a major
governmental role he would un-
doubtedly bring new ideas and in-
creased re-evaluation to' several
governmental organizations.
Jackson's recent political activity
has benefited not only blacks and
women, but the entire nation. It
is hoped that this will only in-
crease.
ARD
The contents of the U.S.-Israeli
agreement handicapped the integ-
rity of the Accords from the out-
set, for they assured that one
party, Egypt, could be held liable
for abrogating the treaty while the
other, Israel, could not.
In July 1980 Israeli Prime Min-
ister Menachem Begin declared
Jerusalem the new capital of his
nation. This symbolic act was not
only unprovoked, but it was also
against all international charters.
The choice of Jerusalem is not
sanctioned by the great majority
of the international community,
yet Israel has challenged its friends
by transferring the location of its
parliament, the Knesset, from Tel
Aviv to the newly declared capi-
tal.
On June 7, 1981 Israeli fighter
jets flew over Jordan and Saudi
Arabia and destroyed an Iraqi nu-
clear power plant outside the cap-
ital city of Baghdad. Israeli
intelligence judged the nuclear
power plant to be a future threat
to Israel's security. The plant was
annually checked by international
regulatory commissions, yet Israel
decided to take independent mili-
tary action and punish Iraq. The
question as to whether this French
constructed and manned installa-
tion could be transformed into a
military nuclear arsenal is less rel-
evant than whether Israel's ag-
.gressive and unprovoked attack on
another sovereign state's territory
was justifiable.
In light of these two major^ in-
cidents Camp David seems' to have
bred a powerful policeman, the
Begin administration, and not an
administration that seriously pur-
sued the various avenues for a col-
lective and comprehensive peace
plan for the Middle East.
On December 14 of the same
year Begin announced the annex-
ation of the occupied Golan
Heights, maintaining that ' this
measure had been an inevitable
one. An act's inevitability does not
make it justifiable, however. The
annexation of this strategic piece
of land on the Israeli-Syrian bor-
der was condemned by the inter-
national community, including the
Reagan administration. The U.S.
regarded the Golan Heights as oc-
cupied territory, and the first sen-
tence of the Camp David Accords
stated that the participants would
seek peace in accordance with
U.N. resolution 242, which called
for the return of lands occupied
by Israel in 1967. Public condem-
nations never translate into effec-
tive punishment. This unpunished
act accelerated the erosion of
American credibility among Arab
states and further embarassed
Mubarek's government, for nei-
ther the U.S. nor Egypt were able
to influence Israel.
Israel's practice of launching air
strikes deep into the Lebanese ter-
ritory "to surgically remove the
pockets of international terror-
ism," as some Israeli officials
stated, was escalated during the
summer of 1982. On June 6 Israeli
armed forces embarked on what
Begin euphemistically called "Op-
eration Peace for Gallilea." This
was a coordinated land, sea and
air attack on Lebanon. The com-
plex military operation which had
required months of preparation
was justified by the assassination
attempt by a Palestinian radical
group on Shlomo Argov, the Is-
raeli ambassador to Great Britain.
A week later the Israeli fo'rfdis eri-
circled the divided city of Beirut
and beseiged West Beirut.
For the first time Israeli public
opinion began to disagree over Is-
rael's involvement in a war. Israeli
critics such as Jacob Timmerman
questioned whether this was a war
of defense or naked aggression.
The peace movement in Israel,
Peace Now, reflected the anxiety
of a growing minority of people
who questioned the real motives
of the Begin administration.
Israel has argued, with justifi-
cation, that Egypt has balked on
all major attempts to normalize
relations on a cultural and eco-
nomic level between the two. They
cite several examples such as hos-
tile Egyptian press and failure of
tourism and trade. The problem
is twofold. The people of Israel
signed a peace treaty with Sadat,
one individual claiming to speak
for his countrymen, Israel must
realize that neither Sadat nor his
immediate successor will be able
to erase deeply imbedded hatred
and prejudice which were greatly
imby Sadat himself. It will take
time and education to normalize
relations between Arabs and Is-
raelis. The other problem arises
from the difficulty that Egypt's
intellectual elite have had in ra-
tionalizing Israeli foreign policy
since 1979. They see little evidence
to suggest that Israel has been
making any positive effort to pur-
sue peace in the Middle East. Is-
rael rejected the Reagan peace
plan of 1982 and continued the
settlement policy of the West
Bank. There are also no signs that
Israel will voluntarily withdraw its
troops from southern Lebanon,
especially after the Lebanese "Pres-
ident's decision to cancel the Le-
banese-Israeli treaty signed on
May 6, 1983. Egypt has regained
the Sinai, and Mubarek is slowly
distancing himself from Israel and
openly considering rejoining the
Arab'League. •' '
Although there is currently no
sign of a lasting peace in the Mid-
dle East, and one can hardly judge
that the Camp David Accords had
any lasting effect, with any hope
the Arabs and Israelis will be able
to work out and maintain an ef-
fective agreement in the near fu-
ture.
ROAD SCHOLAR
Get Q free T-shirt when
you ren* from NotiofiaL.
Rent a.car from' National at any of the locations below and enjoy the benefits. Low
prices. No mileage charge. Clean, comfortable cars. And now, a free T-shirt, too!
T-shirts are available to all first-time renters. Just pick up and complete a free T-shirt
coupon (available around campus or at the National Gar Rental office nearest you) and
submit it when you rent your car..
We'll even make renting a car easy for you. You must be 18 or older, have a current
student ID and driver's license. You can use a major credit card or submit a cash-
qualifying application 24-hours prior to your rental. Either way, the T-shirt is yours free.
Offer good while supplies last.
National Car Rental
Available at:
255 Crown.St. (New Haven)
598 Asylum St. (Hartford)
WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL ATTENTION?
| J AND THAT'S THETRUTH.
562-8139
549-5850
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EDITORIAL
The Rites Of Spring?
Bodies are littered across the Quad. Softball games are
going on in every open space available. Yes folks, it's
spring at Trinity. This year spring came so late that every-
one was extra eager to join in on the fun, and this weekend
spring hit Trinity full force. The following are some sure
signs of spring:
Sunbathing From Every Flat Surface Imaginable Trini-
ty's no beach resort, but sunbathing on some of the grassy
areas of the campus can be quite nice. But the roof of
Elton? That's got to be one of the most uncomfortable and,
unpleasant places to try to enjoy the sun. Well, Trinity
students will go anywhere to get closer to the sun. Why
do students spend so much time in the sun? Maybe some
just want to commune with nature, and it is much nicer to
be outside than in a dorm or the library. But for most, sun
worshipping is a search for the elusive tan. Some are trying
to rejuvenate the tan they achieved during Spring Break,
while others are trying to get a tan before they break out
their summer shorts and dresses. This motive for sunba-
thing is most clearly evidenced in the strong smell of tan-
ning lotion that arises from popular sunbathing areas.
Increased Outdoor Sports Activities When the intra-
mural softbaii teams gravitate toward the Quad and Fris-
bees seem to have reproduced during the winter, you know
that spring is here. While these activities are great to watch
and participate in, they pose great danger to the average
student sitting or trying to walk across the Quad, as any-
one who's ever been hit with a runaway Frisbee or tram-
pled by an outfielder backing up to catch a ball can testify.
The greatest danger of all, however, is of being hit in the
head with a flying golf ball. Spring sports also renew old
rivalries on intramural softbaii and Ultimate Frisbee teams.
This weekend witnessed one of the greatest sports rival-
ries: the Austin Arts crowd's annual Techies vs. Performers
softbaii game. Spring must have a pretty powerful influ-
ence if it gets those mild-mannered theatre people out on
the playing field.
Outdoor Classes Does anybody really pay attention? It's
not easy with all that sunbathing and sports going on.
i Actually; it's good for the morale of the students and the
well-being of professors. Otherwise, a professor would
either have a militant group demanding to be let out, or
twenty-five students staring blankly .out of the window.
Outdoor classes also make great points of interest oh
tours for prospective freshman: ("This is a typical class")
and adds to Trinity's appeal ("Wow, isn't college life
great?"). , .
General Silliness Supposedly mature students blowing
bubbles? Running (or skipping) down the street-when they
hear the ice cream man's bells? Spring has the tendency
to make us all feel like children again. Which is probably
why we all enjoy it so much. - , . . . • ' •
The one drawback to all this great weather and good-
time atmosphere is that we all have too much work to do
in the next few weeks to- enjoy it. And when we do have
time to enjoy it, we'll be too tired to. Well, just remember
that spring won't last forever, but summer's not far behind.
Denying Transportation
This Tuesday the SGA Transportation Chairman plans
to make a recommendation that the SGA no longer main-
tain an SGA car. The reason for this recommendation is
that the car is no longer in demand. However, several
student organizations depend on the SGA car and many
other organizations don't use the car because it is poorly
maintained or because they just don't know about it.
Important student organizations such as Outreach and
the Tripod depend on transportation and they shouldn't
have to rely on luck and chance that one of their members
will have a car. If an organization is serving any portion of
the student body then the student body as a whole has a
responsibiltity to these organizations. The SGA as a rep-
resentative of the student body should support the efforts
of these organizations rather than hinder them.
If the SGA car were maintained properly more organiza-
tions would use it. The car is only four years old and should
not be in the condition it's in.Of course, students do abuse
this privilege,, but a more organized system of using the
car would cut down on abuse as well .as increase the
availability and demand for the car. Yes, it is a large re-
sponsibility for the SGA to have, but by refusing this re-
sponsibility they are shirking their responsibility to the
students.
Letters —
Instructor's Personal Prejudices Are Unacceptable
To the Editor:
The following is a formal re-
sponse to the discriminatory prac-
tices of Mr. Leonardo Shapiro,
Visiting Professor in the Theatre
Arts Department. As the enclosed
photocopy verifies, Mr. Shapiro
has chosen to limit the enrollment
in his Acting 211 class through a
policy of personal prejudice.
Peter B. Yearly
Mr. Leonardo Shapiro:
Recently we, the undersigned
students, came across a note on
your office door detailing the cri-
teria by which you choose to limit
the class size of Acting 211. To
our disgust, we discovered that
you specifically cited that "If
you're a woman" or "If I don't
know you," you may find your-
self being "forced to drop the
class" because of over-enroll-
ment.
Mr. Shapiro, to the best of our
knowledge Trinity College be-
came a co-educational institution
over fourteen years ago. Further-
more, we take offense to your as-
sumption that it is a professor's
prerogative to limit the size of a
class to those students he or she
knows. If the value of a liberal
arts perspective is, in fact, the ob-
jective of a Trinity College edu-
cation, it seems quite
contradictory to exclude students
from taking a particular class be-
cause of the personal prejudices,
of the instructor:
As a representative of the aca-
demic community of this college,
we ask that in the future you ex-
hibit the sensitivity, open-mind-
edness, and professionalism
expected of an individual of your
position.
Sincerely,
Razia Iqbal '85
Kathy L. Wholean "87
Peter B. Yearly '84
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Define College's Value System Before Changing It
Editor's note: The following is a
copy of a letter sent to President
English.
Dear President English:
Now, in a time of reflection on
Trinity's direction^ we need unity
of purpose. Arguments over the
enforcement of the alcohol policy
have led recently to increased an-
tagonism between students and the-'
administration. We are turning
away from unified self-analysis at
a critical time.
Trinity's current crisis began
with the Crow incident and criti-
cism from inside and outside the
college. The Projects One, Two,
and Three initiatives, and the var-
ious decisions on fraternities, were
the result. In a time of personal
crisis the best advice is to review
one's value system. But as a com-
munity we have not done so. We
have not defined what an ideal
liberal arts education is nor what
we want Trinity's version to be. If
the student body is seen as apa-
thetic in these times of change it
is because we are largely left out
of this introspective process.
In value judgements, nothing is
gained by compromise. The fac-
ulty's decision on fraternities was
a value judgement. Project One's
decision on the curriculum was a
value judgement. Both are also
compromises.
How was the decision on fra-
ternities-a value judgement? .Ffa--
ternities confer status. Fraternities
reward certain values of students
with membership. The faculty felt
that in a liberal arts curriculum,
only the college should confer sta-
tus. The fraternities', ability to re-
ward certain values undermined
the, values of a liberal arts, educa-
tion. This implies that a single
value system is an essential part of
the liberal arts education. The
faculty value judgement was a
compromise. The faculty largely
agreed that the fraternity value
system did not belong at a liberal
arts college. They did not state
what the value system was that the
fraternal value system could not
- conform to.
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Similarly, Project One makes a
fundamental value judgement.
The open curriculum, it implies,
is not working. Students, to be
educated, must pass muster on a
number of requirements. This is
to say that, fundamentally, stu-
dents are not completely able to
define their own education. The
' Value judgement here: students arej
not completely adults. In educa-
tion, as in fraternities, the faculty
has implied that there exists a sin-
gle value system for a liberal arts
education, and its decisions have
shown that the faculty feels that
the students' values do not reflect
this system. Project One, too, is a
compromise; Rather than saying
what a liberal arts education
should be, it defines its minimum
proficiency. The philosophical
dedication to the right of student
to self-rule is compromise.
The art of politics is compro-
mise. It is not the art of educa-
tion. Liberal politics is egalitarian,
and worth is determined by the
lowest common denominator. Ed-
ucation itself is elite, and should
not be measured by a lowest com-
mon denominator. Knowledge is
the measure of education, and ex-
cellence its standard. Compro-
mises in student life do not define
the ideal place of student life in
education. Compromises in stu-
dent autonomy do not define the
ideal place of self-knowledge in
education.
The decisions on fraternities
and on the curriculum have been
made with an unstated first prem-
ise. Decisions have been made
without stating what exactly a lib-
eral arts education is. Yes, the stu-
dent body in general is apathetic.
•It is so because decisions about its
welfare are being made, a value
system is being enforced, and yet
that value system has not been de-.
fined. Students are an integral part
of this college, and they can help
define its objective. Why not a
symposium, an essay contest, or
merely a general discussion on
what we as a community want a
liberal arts education to be? We
should be proud of our potential,
and should not shirk from the at-
tempt to define our ideal.
Respectfully,
Gates Garrity '86
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FRIDAY
4 MAY
4 pm
9 pm
ALLIGATOR JAM (5 CAMPUS BANDS)
DANCE W/ THE LOWGISTICS
(POP/NEWWAVE)
LSC QUAD
THE CAVE
SATURDAY
12-5 pm
2 pm
4 pm
9 pm
5 MAY
MEDIEVAL FAIR
CLASS GAMES
MAIN QUAD
ATHLETIC FIELDS
JONATHAN SOLOMON AND THE
TRINITY JAZZ BAND
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY CASINO NITE
W/PAUL BROTHERS BAND
LSC QUAD
MATHER
SUNDAY
6 MAY
12 pm TRINITY GAMES
12:30 pm THE WAITRESSES*
2pm TRINITY GAMES
2:15 pm CLARENCE CLEMONS AND
RED BANK ROCKERS*
3:30 pm ROY AYERS *
9 pm NITESPRITE
MAIN QUAD
LSD QUAD
LSC QUAD
LSC QUAD
LSC QUAD
THE CAVE
RAIN LOCATION IS UNIT A OF FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER
A meeting will be held Tuesday, May 1 at 9:00 pm for
people who are interested in working during Spring weekend.
The meeting will be held in the Student Activities office on the
second floor of Mather, and anyone who is interested is invited to attend.
SPONSORED BY T.C.A.G.
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Arts /En tertainmen t
"Wysdom"ReturnsTo Complete Medieval Festival
by Ken Fesla and Chris Silva
CHRIS: Hi! It's us again.
We've just seen a realiy neat-o
production tha the Trinity College
Theater Department just put on
as part of the Medieval Festival."
The evening began with a charm-
ing re-creation of the coronation
of England's King Edward IV
(David Hemingson) as performed
by resident Bishop (Alan Tull).
The ceremony began With an in-
viting address to the public by the
Queen (Heather Roberts), and was
followed by a procession down the
Longge Walke to the great hall
known Hamlin. At this place,
many then did feast and were en-
tertained by the antics of various
and sundry performers. A Lord
(Matthew Moore) invited us to
feast near The King's Seat, shilst
the Abbot of the monastery at
Bury St. Edmonds, Richard Hen-
gham (Andrew Campbell) laughed
heartily. Following the fest, there
was a delightful masque at which
we were told of the life of man as
a means of attaining wisdom
through suffering and salvation
through contrition. It was, of
course, the morality play "Wys-
dom," as directed by Roger Shoe-
maker from a new modern text by
Milla Riggio. In the show, Anima
(Deborah Bliss) is counseled y the
guiding force of God, Wisdom
(Jeff Butter) on how to lead a
good life. But when Anima's Mind
(Ellery Brown), Will (Joe
Scorese), and Understanding
(Matthew Bradley) are deceived by
Lucifer (J.R. Bain), they descend
to the depths of indulging in
worldly pleasures from which ex-
perience they gain the true wis-
dom which saves them all. And
the lesson was not lost on me, for
I truly enjoyed the style which
Roger Shoemaker endowed upon
this production. What did you
think, Ken?
KEN: What I think, Chris, is
that I don't know quite know how
to respond to this play. I could
talk about theater history, sociol-
ogy, literary value, or drama,
among other subjects. My gut re-
action in all of these categories is
undeniably positive. Since I am
most comfortable in talking about
the dramatic aspects of any play,
I will attempt to circumvent my
own critical shortcomings by ask-
ing those age-old questions: What
were they trying to do with this
play? Did they succeed in what
they were trying to do? What did
I think of it based on my own
knowledge and opinions? What
they were trying to do with this
play seems deceptively clear. They
were taking an old morality play,
which in its original form would
be incomprehensible to a modern
audience, and translating it into a
dramatic event which "tran-
scended" the essentially preachy
nature of the show. This was-at-
tempted through the innovative
use of dance, music, lazzi, and
audience interaction interspersed
with strict attention to the original
socio-religious message of Wis-
dom. The success of this approach
to the play can be credited to
translator Milla Riggio and direc-
tor Roger Shoemaker. I think that
they did do what they set out to
do, both literarily and dramati-
cally. And my opinion of the
show, based on my own knowl-
edge of theater (admittedly lim-
ited), is that the play was generally
a good time, but with some slow
moments. Chris?
CHRIS: Ken, although I will
admit that the new script mkes the
play much more accessible, I think
that those "slow moments" you
mentioned were caused by the fact
that 90% of the script seemed su-
perfluous, at least to myself as a
spectator. I think that what made
this production work was that you
didn't need the words to underr
stand what was going on. If the
play had been A dumb-show, it
would've been nearly as compre-
hensible. The particular ability of
this production to express itself
through feeling and image was
what allowed it to rise above its
almost shoking didacticism. In
this respect, the blocking, light
design, set design, music, and
overall production concept gave
the play a significance to those
who watched it. Not that I'm
trying to belittle the perform-
ances. On the contrary, the actors
had discreet moments of their
own, thanks to the unexpectedly
dramatic context of the action. In
particular, I have several favorite
performances that I'd like to men-
tion. I thought that Debra Bliss'
Anima really caught the essence
of the part, which is pretty impor-
tant in a play where all the char-
acters' names are abstract
concepts. In this respect, I thought
that Ellery Brown proved to be
unusually apt in the part of Mind,
and that Jordan Bain's Lucifer
provided some pretty interesting
moments of spectacle. Is this bet-
ter now, Ken?
KEN: Well I think you've hit
on an inherent problem of mono-
lithic characters in general and
morality plays in specific. If a
character's motivation is "I am
Understanding personified, and I
react unquestioningly to stimuli
applied to me," then there really
P.O.M.G. Speaks Out OnStudent Bands
by Michele Sensale
Last week the Tripod caught up
with Jim Neilsen and Dave Bru-
zillo of P.O.M.G. and was for-
tunate enough to have had a brief
exchange with two of the three
band members. Seniors Jim,
Dave, and Glenn Sherman (not
present at the interview), having
played in student bands for the
past four years, seemed to have
mixed feeling about their music
experience at Trinity.
Dave and Jim met through their
freshman seminar, and it was then
that they decided to put a band
together. They started out that
year as The Invaders, playing Top-
40 covers. But one year is just
about all you can tolerate of that
music, according to Dave,"If
you're a normal person like we
are."
Glenn Sherman joined Jim and
Dave in their sophomore year to
form World Leaders on Postage
Stamps. With this band they
switched their focus from pop 40,
which they had never been satis-
fied with, to new wave covers. At
,this point they performed a few
prginals, but they were still pri-
marily a cover band. According to
Jim, Glenn had always been inter-
ested in original work. P.O.M.G!
signified a move to all original
material, the collaborate efforts of
Jim and Glenn. They wrote many
new songs, kept a few old ones,
and still could do "all the unpo-
pular covers.-" They are presently
the only student band at Trinity
which performs mostly original
work.
But there are drawbacks. The
most prominent difficulty in their
years at Trinity is a general lack
— ,|
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Band-members Jim Neilson and David "Buzzy" Burzillp are seen here.
photo by Keith Waehrsr
of support on fhe part of the
school for student bands. Both
Jim and Dave stressed that while
Trmity has never overtly prohib-
ited or denounced student bands,
it has never extended itself in their
behalf. Jim and Dave both com-
mented on the lack of space avail-
able. Most of their options have
either been tried and failed or de-
nied at the outset. Back in their
Invader days, they practiced in the
storage room in North Campus.
This was ideal because it was both
safe and remote. Although they
had the approval of the RC and
RA's and played during dinner
hours when most students would
not be studying. Tina Dow even-
tually didn't let them continue to
use the room. There had been
some noise complaints.
Austin Arts will have nothing
to do with rock bands whatsoever.
Use of their practice rooms are
> limited to quiet jazz bands. In
fact, they have never approached
AAC themselves because all pre-
vious bnads had been rejected.
While they realized that loudness
is a problem, they think that their
denial is "reflective of a general
attitude." Implicit in this denial
seems to be the assertion that
'•'they are not serious.'* Although
there was a possibility of a prac-
tice room located in the new stu-
dent center, the option was never
seriously considered. As Dave
said, "There isn't a policy against
student bands, but what goes un-
said speaks; louder tahn words."
C- presently. P.O.M.G. practices
underneath Hamlin Hall. This too
is problematic. They have to work
around Hamlin events, and the
windows in Hamlin make it very
unsafe. .
Another problem they have en-
countered this semester is with
TCAC. While Jim and Dave agree
that the organization has provided
a positive and needed social serv-
ice to Trinity, it has given little
support thws far to student bands. '
Jim approached the head of
TCAC at the beginning of the se-
mester and asked about bookings
for campus bands in the Cave. Al-
though Jim was given an OK for
a booking, TCAC proceeded to
; hire feands for $700-800. When
P.O.M.G. said they were ready to
perform, TCAC responded by
saying they had no money to pay
them. P..O.M.G. found it difficult
to secure a commitment from
TCAC, again for financial rea-
sons. However, they are not in it
for money, as either Jim or Dave
would emphasize, they just want
to play. So while they believe
TCAC "has done some good
things", it seems that TCAC could
perform a dual function by giving
more attention to student bands.
Then, not only would they be pro-
viding more social events, but they
would also be giving student bands
encouragement and exposure.
TCAC is putting P.O.M.G. on in
the Cave on May 2nd.
P.O.M.G. is also playing on
May 4th at the Alligator Jam.
What could one expect from this
"non-cover" band? Original mu-
sic, obviously. Jim remarked taht
people responded differntly to
different songs. Their "lives cross
into different, styles and so not
everyone likes everything." That's
not to be expected. What is im-
portant is that they play what they
want to . Dave added "there is no
altruistic reason for playing you
do it because it makes you
happy." While it is upsetting to
be criticized, it is to. be expected•
AS a .final note P.O.M.G.
wanted to express their support
for student bands. They realize
that all bands go through a cover
stage, but what is important is that
they don't grow discouraged and
they keep playing. One rising band
P.O.M.G. says to look out for on
MTV films and beyond is the
Louie-Louie Army. Says Jim,
"Those guys are committed."
isn't much left to say after that.
That phenomenon reflects more
on the difficulties of explaining
metaphysics to the common folk
of Medieval life than it does about
this production, however. There
was enough in the language of the
script to tide me over from one
true character interaction to an-
other. Well, enough of all this. I
would like to spend some time on
the Awards Section of my cri-
tique. First of all, I'd like to rec-
ognize the music section for their
outstanding work.
In terms of acting, I have nothing
but good things to say. Debbie
Bliss was almost mythically im-
pressive in her honest portrayal of
Anima. Ellery Brown was abso-
lutely instrumental in providing
the substrate for the transition
from Godliness to evil. Matt
Bradley helped out as always.
"ONE OF THE
'FUNNIEST '
MOVIES EVER."
Stephen Scbaefer
— US Magazine
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Senior Thomas DaSilva will be performing his Senior Project tonight photo by Keith Waehrer
FOLLETTS TRINITY COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
by Michelle Roubal
Staff Writer
It was a frustrating experience
because you wanted so much, to
be miserable. Joe Strummer's
Clash, as it should rightfully be
called, had pulled it off. It was an
elegant betrayal of roots and ide-
als, a sellout so huge and well or-
chestrated that instead of leaving
you angry or numb, it made you
laugh.
Yes, the Clash has hit the big
time. It's old news that they have
gone commercial — the new news
is that everyone is buying it. As a
friend put it, "The Clash couldn't
. sell out if they didn't have some-
thing worth selling."
The man, the mellowed anarch-
ist, the band's only remaining fo-
cal point Joe Strummer did a
magnificent job in revamping the
Clash. Three new angry young
men, guitarists Vinnie White and
Nick Sheppard and drummer Pete
Howard, all 24 years old, have
replaced old members. With these
additions, the two founding mem-
bers Paul Simenon and Joe
Strummer played to a near capac-
ity crowd last Wednesday at the
West Hartford Agora.
The new Clash is definitely a
crowd pleaser. The band exudes
the right amount of MTV trendi-
ness. A whole new crop of teeny-
boppers spoon fed watered down
MTV new music were on hand
screaming and rushing the stage.
Now it's safe to stage dive. The
radical edge has been shifted to
center stage and everyonftjgan play»
the punk. Stacked TV's showed
film clips of "The Road War-
rior","The Good, The Bad, and
The Ugly",and various footage of
riots and wars
The band played such classics
as "Career Opportunities," "Ar-
magideonTime," "Radio Clash,"
and "London Calling." Added in
were the commercial successes off
of "Combat Rock," minus
"Should I Stay or Should I Go,"
since Mick Jones who sings it is
no longer with the band. Paul Si-
menon sang "The Guns of Brix-
ton" with feeble help from
newcomer Sheppard. Also in-
cluded in the show were new un-
recorded songs entitled "Sex Mad
War" and "Are You Ready for
War?" The band's actual sound
was loud and raw much like the
old Clash. Unfortunately, the
sound system for the show didn't
do their performance justice.
Strummer has mellowed, sport-
ing a bleached Mohawk and ap-
parently a new concern for
protocol. No thrashes on pro-
moters, as was the case with the
US Fesstival. Instead of being
concerned with giving the poor
working guy a monetary break,
(tickets were $10 and T-shirts
ranged from $12-$17), he showed
concern for the people being
smashed in the audience. House
lights were put on, and the show
stopped for 20 minutes while he
tried to convince the anarchistic
old-guard fans to stop shoving.
When he felt safety for all was
insured, the show continued.
Yes, the Clash can still put on
a show, but what a show* Vow
have to laugh.
Senior DanceiDeviations
by Mike McCormac
Staff Writer •
This Wednesday, k a y 2, Nancy
Adams '84 will present a Thesis
Performance of modern dance.
Deviations, the title of the pro-
gram, is being presented by the
Theatre/Dance and Intercultural
Studies departments, and will
consist of ensemble and sold
dances choreographed by Ms. Ad-
ams and performed with the as-
sistance of Trinity Dance students.
Some of the choreography will
be accompanied by the music of
Mr. Steen, and has been "con-
cieved" specifically for use in this
concert. Mark Bishop '84, in what
will also be his final creative-effort
at Trinity, will design the lighting
and technical aspects of the show.
Having had the pleasure of wit-
nessing most of the major dance
concerts at Trinity since my ma-
triculation here,., three long aca-
demic years ago, I would like to
urge the Trinity community to at-
tend the parting gesture of whom
I consider to be its foremost cho-
reographic talent.
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Tennis Fourth At
NESCAC Tourney
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Staff
The tennis team performed ad-
mirably in the NESCAC's last
weekend at Williams, finishing
fourth in a field of twelve teams.
Only Tufts, Williams and Am-
herst finished ahead of the Ban-
tams, who sent five of their six
players to the finals.
But the big story of the week-
end was the play of the number
three doubles team of Art Strome
and Dan Moran.
Entering the tournament seeded
number one with an 8-0 record,
they finished first in their flight.
It was the first time in Trinity ten-
nis history that a player or players
won their bracket at the NES-
CAC's.
At number one singles, senior
Neil Schneider lost his first match
of the year in a big first round
upset. But consolation was forth-
coming as Schneider was later
chosen as only one of four New
England Division III players to go
to the Nationals in Atlanta later
this month.
Number two Andy Loft played
well, making it to the semifinals
before losing 6-1 in the third set.
The story was the same in the
rest of the singles matches as the
third through sixth Trinity players
also reached the semifinals, only
to lose. Art Strome (#3) lost in
straight sets, 6-2, 6-1, while Reid
Softball Drops Double-
Header At West Conn
by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Staff Writer
The Softball team had one of its
worst games last week, as well as
one of its best.
Piaying in the mud and rain on
Monday against Smith, the Bants
suffered through a 14-0 shutout.
But Trinity bounced back on
Thursday against archrival Wes-
leyan, beating the Cardinals 25-11
to avenge an opening-day loss.
Saturday, Western" Connecticut
was able to narrowly edge by Trin,
sweeping a double-header 10-9
and 4-0.
The rain affected the Bantams
more than Smith. The bal lwas .
very slippery, making defensive
plays difficult. Mother Nature was
against Trin for in the fifth in-
ning, after a lull in the storm, the
rain began again just as the Ban-
tams took the field. Three solid
base-hits combined with two Trin
errors to help Smith to eight runs
in the fifth.
Thursday's game against Wes-
leyan was a different story alto-
gether. Coach Don Miller said, "It
was one of Trinity's best games
ever." Second baseman Kathy
O'Brien felt the team showed its
"best batting of the whole sea-
son."
Wesleyan rallied from an early
8-0 deficit to take a 10-8 lead after
four innings. But Sheila Andrus
clouted a grand-slam homer in the
fifth to put Trin ahead for good.
The Bants poured it on in the sixth
and seventh and won going away,
25-11.
At Western, the Bants took a
commanding seven run lead into
the fifth inning of the first "game.
The hosts came back in the final
three innings to pull out the one-
run victory.
In the second game, mental
mistakes cost the Bants.' With a
runner on third and another hung-
up between second and third,
pitcher Mary Wrobleski went for
the play at second. The throw was
inaccurate, and the runner on
third came home. It was Trinity
errors such as this and Western's
solid hitting which gave them the
4-0 win.
Freshmen Heavyweights
Row Past Wesleyan 8
continued from page 12
practice- with the new alignment,
Saturday's problems were predict-
able.
"We were understroking," ex-
plained Eric Houston, "We still
have to make an adjustment to a
higher rate going downstream.
The changes made it hard to do
that."
However, Houston saw a silver
lining to the dark cloud; "The one
good thing about all of this [the
weather and the injury] is that we
have a good chance of peaking at
the Vail because we haven't had a
chance to peak yet."
The freshmen boats also shuf-,
fled personnel last week with
mixed results. On the positive side,
the freshmen heavyweights, with
' Tyler Clements stroking, defeated
Wesleyan by 20 seconds.
•;..:; " I think that {moving Clements
tp.stroke] made a1 big difference
• because this week we were able to
; cget the; cadence 1 [stroke rate] up
> •;from\34; to.38. at the; sprint," ex-
;;::plained cox.:K^n:Jurish. :: ; :
: ;v Not as;;successful after- changes
vter% the freshmen lightsxho nar-
/ rowly lost to; CorihlCollege .but'
finished 31 seconds ahead of Wes-
leyan.
The novice women bounced
back from their initial defeat of
the season, at the hands of
Georgetown a week before, to
beat Wesleyan by 6.1 seconds. The
Cardinals stayed close for 500 me-
ters but Trin pulled away after
that.
The J.V. lightweights won for
the fifth time in six starts. The
race lacked the drama of their win
against Georgetown, a come-
from-behind thriller, but no one
complained. After 20 strokes
Trinity led by a length and the
Bantams were out of touch over
the body of the 5.4 second vic-
tory.
Trin's sixth win came from the
J.V. heavyweight four. Conn led
off the start, but Trin drew even
and then made their move over
the third 500 meters to lead by
over a. length. The Camels rallied
and the margin at the finish was
only 1.3 seconds. Wesleyan was a
distant third.
Finally, the novice women's
four finished third . behind two
boats from Wesleyan.
The freshmen heavyweights row to victory over Wesleyan during Satur-
day's regatta in Middletown. Photo By Stephen K. Geiiman
Wagner (#4) lost in three sets, 6-0
in the third. .
Playing a strong and consistent
baseline game to the point of "al-
most pushing it", number five J.
Harold Lang won his first two
matches, but like his teammates,
lost in the semifinals in straight
sets. Dan Moran number six on
the ladder, lost in three sets in his
semifinal match.
Outside of Strome's and Mor-
an's great finish, the other Trinity
doubles teams also played well.
The number one pair of pong de-
mons, Schneider and Lang, lost in
a tough grudge-match to the even-
tual winners of the flight. Loft
and Wagner, seeded number
three, lost in the semifinals, 6-3 in
the third set.
Overall Trinity was pleased with
its performance at the NESCACs.
"The team played well. There
were a couple of tough matches
that could have gone either way,
but I think we did as well as we
could," said Loft.
Baseball
Sweeps
Twin Bill
continued from page 11
pitcher George Bukow threw
wildly to first on a pickoff at-
tempt. Nick Bordieri reached first
as the third baseman misplayed
his grounder but Driscoll was
gunned down on the. back end of
a double-steal. John Montgomery
laced a clean single to left, scoring
Bordieri.
Fitzgerald pitched effectively
for Trin before walking the bases
loaded in the seventh. Mark Ha-
mell came on in relief and fanned
his first batter before allowing a
run-scoring single.
Great Bantam fielding saved the
day as Bordieri fielded a grounder
off HameH's foot and threw a one-
hopper to Robinson, who scooped
it at the plate to get the force play.
Hamell ended the threat by induc-
ing Chuck Hickey to fly out to
Murphy. VanderVelde.
When you're pickin
an Apple, make sure it's
Mr. Boston!
New Apple Schnapps from Mr. Boston.
Zesty, fresh and delicious. It's the pick of the crop.
' 54 PHOOF CARAMEL ADDED pnODUCED BY MR BOSTON DISTILLERS. OWENSBOHO. KY, ALBANY. QA 11983
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Teams Challenge
Chicks Streak
Only two months ago the women's swim team set a college record with
19 consecutive wins. This past week, the longevity of that record came
under question. .
First, by beating Conn College on Monday, the women's lacrosse team
put themselves in a position to make a run at the record. It was the 16th
straight win for Robin Sheppard's troops and Conn was considered the
toughest challenge on the schedule.
Alas, all this speculation proved pointless when Williams upended the
Bantams Wednesday at Williamstown.
However, on Wednesday a new threat arose. The men's track team
defeated WPI to complete a second consecutive undefeated season. Now,
Tuesday Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
if the men's track team continues their winning ways next spring a
problem could arise because on some days the track team has beaten two
or more opponents.
For example, this season the men have won four meets and accumu-
lated nine victories. Get the picture? That leaves the streak at 14 (includ-
ing, a tie with Wesleyan in 1983) over two seasons. If coach Jim Foster
can recruit a few distance runners and some talented freshmen for the
throwing events, the Bantams stand an excellent chance of going un-
beaten next season and extending the streak past 19.
Steve Drew (right) and a WPI runner go over hurdles during the 110 hurdles. photo by John shiffman
Baseball Falls To Connecticut Rivals; Sweeps DH
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
The baseball team took on their
two traditional rivals this past
week, Wesleyan and the rain, and
came up losers on both occasions.
The Cardinals took advantage
of some shoddy Trinity fielding
mmmm0mmmmme*>itits''to, sup- •
port Andy Pines' strong pitching,
defeating Mike Schweighoffer and
the Bants 8-0 on Monday in the
first of a twin-bill.
The rains picked up between
games, transforming Trinity's
home field into a quagmire and
forcing cancellation of the second
game. When the weather failed to
clear lip, the Bants had to post- ,
pone their game with Springfield
on Wednesday, the sixth washout
of a very wet season.
"This has got to be the most
ridiculous baseball season I've
ever seen," remarked John Bar-
ton, the shortstop, referring to the
foul weather. "We haven't played
a game on a nice day yet."
Trinity had more to contend
with than just the rain against
Wesleyan. Trinity faced the Car-
dinals ace, Pines, whom the Bants
defeated 5-2 earlier in the season.
But Pines had revenge on his mind
and paid the Bants back in full,
hurling a complete game, two-hit,
nine-strikeout shutout.
The Cardinals jumped out to a
3-0 lead in the second as misplays
by Brian Driscoll in right and Joe
Shield at third proved costly. Wes
added another run in the fourth.
Meanwhile, Pines continued to
work his magic, throwing blazing
fastballs and hitting the outside
corners of the plate. Ironically, the
only hits he surrendered were to
his counterpart, Schweighoffer.
Wesleyan blew the game open
in the sixth, scoring two more runs
on three hits. The Cards added
another pair in the seventh on
three hits and two walks.
Wednesday's scheduled match
against Springfield was pushed
back to Thursday. After 13 in-
nings, the game was tied at 7-7
and called because of darkness.
With their record set back to 5-
7-1, the Bants hosted Division III
powerhouse Eastern Connecticut
on Friday with hopes of a morale-
boosting upset win on their minds.
"This is a big game for us ,"
said coach Tom Roath before the
game. "If we win, it could earn
us some respectability."
Roath's wishes looked like they
would come true as the Bants took
a 5-2 lead with them into the sixth,
having chased Eastern's ace,
Randy Luciani, in the fifth.
"Several of the Bants who had
faced Luciani in high school no-
ticed that he didn't have his best
stuff against Trinity. The hard
throwing righ-hander, who was 5-
New Haven defeated Trin 10-9 in 3OT on Saturday, photo by John Kali
Wesleyan Rallies To Edge Men's Lax
continued from page 12
Another penalty left Trin a man
down but, once again the Ban-
tams survived.
Eighteen seconds into the third
overtime, Trin received yet an-
other penalty and 26 seconds later
New Haven scored the game win-
ning goal.
Wednesday afternoon, Trinity
lost to Wesleyan 8-7. That game,
like so many others this season,
illustrated Trinity's knack for los-
ing close games.
Wesleyan was initially confused
by Trinity's zone-defense. Trinity,
on the other hand, was having
trouble clearing the ball. The only
score of the first quarter came
when Wesleyan was finally able to
penetrate the zone and beat Fer-
rucci.
Wesleyan almost scored on a
man-up situation, but Ferrucci
made a fantastic save, and the.
quarter ended with . Wesleyan
ahead 1-0.
Trinity dominated the second
quarter. The Bants first goal came
two minutes into the period when
Steve Stroud beat the Wesleyan
goalie with a high shot. A minute
later, Scott Zoellner scored on a
feed from Meyercord.
Ide made the score 3-1 six min-
utes later when he scored on a
long, hard shot. A goal with 26
seconds left in the half gave Trin-
ity a 4-1 lead.
In the third quarter, the teams
traded goals and Trin entered the
fourth quarter with a 7-4 lead.
If the second quarter had been
one of Trinity's finest of the sea-
son, than the fourth may very well
rank as the worst. Wesleyan sco-
red four times and handed Trin a
one-goal loss.
Tiedemann led Trinity with four
goals. Ide, Zoeller, and Stroud
each had one goal.
0 before the game, definitely
didn't have the command of his
pitches that made him a draft se-
lection out of high school by the
Toronto Blue Jays.
Trin loaded the bases in the first
and scored on Schweighoffer's sac
fly to deep center.
Eastern, which was ranked sev-
enth in the nation and second in
the division coming into the game,
fought back for a 2-1 lead in the
second before Barton took things
into his own hands.
The soft-spoken Barton let his
bat do the talking for him as he
laced his second straight double of
the game in the fourth, scoring
Tim Robinson and Bill Markow-
itz, both of whom had fine days
at the plate.
Trinity extended its lead in'the
fifth. Driscoll tripled home a run,
chasing Luciani and giving Trin a
4-2 lead. Driscoll scored to make
it 5-2 on Robinson's sac fly to
short center.
Staked to a 5-2 lead, it appeared
that Trinity would pull an upset.
But Schweighoffer, working his
second game within four days,
tired quickly and the Bants suf-
fered the consequences. Eastern
rallied against Schweighoffer and
reliever Andy Bivona to steal an
11-5 win. Mike Kelly earned the
win in relief.
The Bantams concluded their
week-long homestand on Sunday
by sweeping a double-header from
WPI.
Freshman southpaw Ed Butler
fanned three while yeilding 10 hits
in a complete game 5-3 victory as
the Bants captured the opener on
one of the first clear days of the
season.
The second game allowed for
more heroics as the Bants eeked
out a 2-1 win for starter Art Fitz-
gerald. .
The Bants capitalized on a four-
error inning to go up 2-0 in the
fourth. Schweighoffer led off with
a single but took second as the
ball bounced off the centerfield-
er's leg. Driscoll then reached on
an error by the shortstop, moving
Schweighoffer to third.
The Bants took the lead when
continued on page 10
Men's Track Fourth At
Connecticut State Meet
continued from page 12
400-meter intermediate hurdles in
an excellent time of 57.1.
Obi was a winner in both the
100-yard (10.0) and 220-yard
(22.6) dashes, while Banta was a
winner in the 440 (51.2) and placed
a close second in the 220 (22.9).
Harthun and Rousseau gained
third place finishes in the 100 and
440 respectively.
In the middle distance events,
Barry again ran away with the 880,
posting a superb time of 1:58.1.
Earlier in the meet, Barry was sec-
ond behind teammate Steve Klots
in the mile run. Klots' time was a
fine 4:29'8. In three-mile run,
Steve Tall and Klots combined for
a one-two finish.
On Sunday, the Bantams com-
peted at the Connecticut State
Championship Meet. The Ban-
tams placed an impressive fourth
and came away with some very
impressive victories and perform-
ances.
Drew ran away from the com-
petition in the 400-meter interme-
diate hurdles, finishing in 54.22,
a personal best. In a similar man-
ner, Barry took the lead at the
start of the 800 and ran away with
the victory, Barry's time of
1:53,48 establishes a new college
record.
The 400-meter relay team of
Harthun, Banta, Drew, and Obi
also set a college record (43.12) in "
finishing second.
Banta returned later to run a
season best time of 49.11 in the
400, which was good for third
place. Banta also grabbed a sixth
in the 100. Obi took third in the
200 (22.45) and fourth in the 100.
Klots1 time of 4:02.02 was good
for sixth in the 1500 while Har-
thun's jump of 13-0 in the pole
vault was also good for sixth.
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Varsity Women Stay Unbeaten; Lights Win
by Stephen K. Gel I man
Sports Editor
It is shakedown time for the
rowers in Trinity's boathouse.
Saturday, the Bantams won six of
nine races against Connecticut
College and host Wesleyan, but
win or lose at this time of year,
speculation begins about how the
boats stand with the Dad Vail Re-
gatta only two weeks away.
Undoubtedly, the varsity wom-
en's eight and varsity lightweight
eight enter the final week of the
regular season with the highest ex-
pectations. The varsity women
have not lost this spring and the
lightweights have only fallen
against Yale.
"It's on my mind all the time,"
said Sally Weissinger of the wom-
en's undefeated record. "I've been
telling everyone that we can't
lose."
"We don't talk about it [the
pressure of being unbeaten] but
it's on our minds," added Ann
Proctor.
Wesleyan and Conn College
never really challanged the varsity
women Saturday, After a poor
Women's Lax Nips
Conn College, 13-12
by Elizabeth Sobkov
Contributing Editor
Was it the win or the loss that
was the big game of the week?
Riding a two-year, 15-game
winning streak, the women's la-
crosse team faced a difficult week
with confidence. In the previous
week's Springfield game, the
squad really clicked. "Fuzzy areas .
came together in that game,"
commented coach Robin Shep-
pard.
The sixth win of the season
came on Monday against Conn
College. The win was not easy.
"There was a lot of confusion
on the field; our game strategy
was not wofVed," Sheppaia said.
This game re-enforced Shep-
pard's opinion that timeouts are
needed in women's lacrosse so
strategy can be redefined and
straightened put.
The game was close and excit-
ing and could have gone either
way. It was the Bantams first close
game of the season.
The Camels fired in two quick
goals to take the lead at the start.
Trinity bounced back with three
unanswered goals. At half, the
Bants were up 5-4.
At the start of the second half,
Trin fired in a five of quick goals
and with 17:59 remaining in the
game were up 10-5.
Conn never tied the score, but
came within one goal on a number
of occasions. The final was 13-12,
Trinity.
The trouble versus Conn was
the Bantams' inability to contain
the Camels' leading scorer, this
Camel scored six goals. Last sea-
son, she .tallied ten goals in the
two games against Trinity.
On Wednesday, Williams
handed Trinity its first loss in 17
games. "There was a breakdown
in the physical and mental well-
being of the squad," reflected
Sheppard.
Trin was up 7-6 at half. The
only Bantam goal of the second
half came from defenseman Bon-
nie Adams. The"Purple Cows won
10-8.
The Bants never had the scoring
opportunities in the second half as
they were not able to move the
ball into Williams' end. The first
two or three passes on the clear
were executed but the next pass
was dropped.
On Saturday, Trin finished the
week with a win over Amherst.
The win boosts Trin's record to 7-
1 . •
LACROSSE NOTES- Ginny;
Biggar is leading in total points
with 30....Susie Cutler has 29 and
Suzy Schwartz has 28.... The J. V.
beat Conn and Williams by iden-
tical 18-5 scores. On Saturday, the
Bants broke open a close game
and went on to defeat Amherst
14-8 and raise their record to 8-
0....
first 500 meters, Trinity made
their move and led by a half-length
at the 1000-meter mark. A strong
sprint brought the Bantams in 5.7
seconds ahead of Wesleyan and
over 30 seconds ahead of Conn,
which finished at a limp due to an
equipment failure.
For the future there were posi-
tive signs. First, the women rowed
the body of the race at 34 to 35
strokes per minute, a higher rate
than they had been rowing. Sec-
ond, Trin finished with a good
strong sprint. The sprint "had felt
a little shaky in other races," ac-
cording to coxswain Martha Er-
skine.
The lightweights really didn't
need a sprint as they thumped
Wesleyan (12 seconds back) and
Conn College (14).
Coxswain Chris Melo felt that
"it was probably our best race of
the season," and such a decisive
victory over 1983 silver medalist
Conn College speaks highly of the
eight's condition.
"Today was a really good race
because even though we knew we
probably were going to win, we
still moved through the whole
race," noted Bob Rochelle.
For the varsity heavyweights it
was just another week of frustra-
tion, topped off by Saturday's
second place finish behind Conn.
The rainy weather has cut into the
heavyweights' training, so when
spring finally arrived last week an
injury hampered the heavies.
Stroke Tim Nash suffered from
back spasms and was replaced by
JVer Harry Gigas. Bob Flanagan
moved from his five seat to the
stroke. After only one day of
continued on page 10
The ball flies past the New Haven goalie and into the net (just to the right of the pos°t) during Saturday's
men's lacrosse game. New Haven won 10-9 in overtime. photo by John shiftman
Men's Lax Loses 2 Thrillers
by Thomas Swiers
Sports Staff Writer
The men's lacrosse team lost to
New Haven in triple overtime on
Saturday, 10-9. It was Trinity's
second one-goal loss of the week.
Trinity came on strong in the
first quarter "with Ed Mey.ercord
scoring two goals. The game set-
tled down with both teams trying
to set up offensive patterns, and
New Haven finally scored with 26
seconds left in the first quarter.
The goal was questionable, and
both captain Ned Ide and goalie
Paul Ferrucci argued that the ball
had not gone in. From the side-
lines, the ball appeared to have
bounced off the goal post, but the
referees ruled that it was a goal.
In the second quarter, New Ha-
ven took the initiative with its first
score coming at 1:05. A minute
and a half later, New Haven sco-
red again on a fastbreak. The vis-
itors ran their lead to 5-2 on a
fluke score after a long up-field
pass by the their goalie and a man-:
up score.
In the later half of the second
period, Trinity grabbed the mo-
Men's Track Completes
2nd Undefeated Season
Steve Klots crosses the finish line first to win the mile run in Wednes-
day's meet against WP1.
 plloto by John shlf)man
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
The men's track team finished
off its regular season with a solid
win over a tough WPI team. In
doing so, the Bants wrapped up a
second consecutive undefeated
season with this year's final re-
cord standing at 9-0.
The Bants were outscored in the
field (27-45) but came on strong
in the track events to gain a con-
vincing 86-68 victory.
The Bants got started with a
solid win in the 400-meter relay.
The relay team of Matt Harthun,
Dave Banta, and Steve Drew saw
anchor Femi Obi bring the Bants
to victory.
Later in the day, Drew and
Banta combined with Terry Rous-
seau and Dave Barry for a con-
vincing win in the mile relay
(3:31.7).
In the field, Drew took second
place in the high jump, clearing 5-
10, followed by Greg Hill in third.
Harthun vaulted himself to an ex-
cellent first place finish in the pole
vault .with a 13-6 effort. Harthun
was followed by Mike DeLucia in
third.
Rick Hayber was the only other
field event winner for the Ban-
tams. Hayber easily won the jav-
elin with a fine toss of 191-7. In
the weight events, Mark Murray
took a close second in the shot.
Murray was followed by Paul
Stauffer in third place.
Bob Bowmar's leap of 19-4 1/2
was good for second place in the
long jump, while Rousseau and
Kevin Coleman finished a strong
two-three in the triple jump.
On the track, the Bantams won
all but one event. Drew was nar-
rowly defeated in the 110 hurdles.
. Drew returned later to win the
continued on page 11
mentum. With six minutes left,
John Self, fed the ball to Town-
send Ziebold who scored from
point-blank range. For the next
five minutes Trinity continued to
press the attack without result. Fi-
nally, with 29 seconds left, the
Bantams scored to cut New Ha-
ven's lead to 5-4 at the end of the
half. .
New Haven came on strong at
the beginning of the third quarter
and scored five minutes in, but
then the situation changed.
Rob Beede came around the
New Haven goal and scored to
bring Trin within one. Two and a
half minutes later, Mark Tiede-
mann scored and the game was
tied at 6-6.
: New Haven broke the tie with
just under a minute and a half left
in the quarter.
It was New Haven that once
again came out strong at the be-
ginning of the quarter, scoring 52
seconds into the period. Trin tied
it again on a Scott Chisholm score.-
With 7:29. left, Tiedemann scored
on a man-up situation to tie the
game for the second time.
Both teams missed on scoring
opportunities over the next six
minutes, but New Haven broke
the tie on a long shot with 1:30
left in regulation. Twenty-six sec-
onds later, Tiedemann tied the
•score, sending the game into over-
time.
Trin received a slashing penalty
early in the first sudden-death
overtime, but Trin survived the
man-down situation.
Early in the second OT, Trinity
fired a flurry of shots at the New
Haven goal but could not score.
continued on page 11
